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Introduction

D

OZENS of dedicated community members
sacrifice daily to bring hope to Oakland neighborhoods. Largely unsung, these residents go
to work, take care of their aging parents, check in with
their children’s teachers, and somehow find the energy to
prepare the agenda for the neighborhood meeting, visit
with members and hear their concerns, and coordinate
the walking tour with the Director of Planning to
deal with the traffic bottleneck caused by the new
charter school.
This report is dedicated to these unsung
s/heroes in our communities. They make
fighting for racial justice possible.
They were also the ones who went
door-to-door to ask their communities
a simple question: what do you want
improved in our community?
And that is the core of this project: promoting solutions to deal with
persistent racial inequities in the City
of Oakland.

between the cops and the community), the experience
hinted at a new arena for racial justice advocacy spurred
by the emergence of the Department of Race & Equity.
When the DRE approached members of the GRETF
in the fall of 2017 with an opportunity to participate in
the formulation of “Equity Indicators,”
we plunged in. Task Force representatives attended two focus
groups convened by the city
to develop and prioritize
“equity indicators” that
Oakland will use to
evaluate its promotion of equity in key
systems: Education, Public Safety,
Housing, Neighborhood and Civic
Life, Education,
and Economy. And
when the report was
released, GRETF
convened a special
briefing attended by
more than 30 community organizations, at
which Darlene Flynn and
Jacque Larrainzar of the
DRE presented the highlights
of the report.

I’ve been
complaining for
years but never seem
to get action from
City Hall…

Most of the time
we feel so isolated
that it’s hard to know
what’s possible…

Background
When the Department of Race &
Equity (DRE) released its disparities report,
we knew that it reflected what folks already
knew too intimately: that these systems aren’t working too well for them. The task, then,
is to complement a “disparities” report with an
“equitable solutions” report that documents
“well-being indicators” that residents identify.
Close to a dozen organizations started meeting
more than a year and a half before the release of the
DRE report to discern how to best work with the new
department. A loose network, formed in 2016 as the
Grassroots Racial Equity Task Force (GRETF), met regularly with staff of the DRE to explore opportunities for
collaboration. Community organizations requested that
racial equity criteria be applied in recent voter-approved
ordinances that established a new Police Commission, a
$600 million bond for infrastructure projects, and a Soda
Tax to address obesity and diabetes in Oakland’s poorest
neighborhoods. While the results were mixed (i.e., it is
much easier to institutionalize racial equity standards in
implementing new projects coming from the Soda Tax
than to re-orient more entrenched power relationships

Centrality of Agency of Those
Most Affected by Systemic Racism
Many of us in the community knew that the adoption
of quantitative measures to evaluate the City’s performance in promoting equity is a positive step. One can
assess progress (or regression) with objective data points.
Improvements can be computed over time, and demands
for accountability based on objective facts.
But the efficacy of this tool is contingent on an
informed and engaged community. And in November
2017, members of GRETF presented a proposal to the
DRE and the Chief Sustainability Officer (CSO), who was
involved in the City’s Equity Indicators Project to launch
a community-focused project that would accomplish
two key goals: (1) find solutions that can improve the
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City’s performance in promoting equity, and (2) engage
those most affected by these inequities in framing
these solutions.
In the summer and fall of 2017, prior to presenting
the project to the DRE and CSO, Task Force members
developed the following “Guiding Principles” for any
project it undertakes. (Refer to Appendix A):
• Meaningfully engage those most affected in the work
that is continuous, not episodic;
• Provide leadership development opportunities
for the base;
• Build capacity of existing organizations and efforts,
i.e. addition not subtraction;
• Re-locate the center of gravity (political, cultural,
economic) to neighborhoods;
• Vigorously promote racial equity principles and
practices by (a) highlighting disproportionate impact
on communities of color; (b) ensuring robust
community engagement that acknowledges agency
of people of color; (c) recognizing the historical
legacy of institutional and systemic racism; and (d)
offering affirmative race-conscious solutions that
address immediate and long-term conditions of
affected communities.
We used these criteria to design the “Bring Up the
Town’s Equity Score!” project. Throughout the spring of
2018 we met with numerous community-based organizations and discussed their willingness and capacity to
participate in the project. Specifically, we wanted to identify organizations with organic connections to a base of
residents and engage them in an organizing process that
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Not surprisingly, these neighborhoods are also
overwhelmingly of color.
From Disparities to Well-Being Indicators
We did not want the project to be just one more
venting session about a long list of problems that residents experience; we wanted to learn of solutions that
make sense to them. If the Department of Race & Equity
produced “disparities indicators,” we wanted to promote
community-generated “well-being indicators” that move
us toward equity. The project generated 53 such indicators, grouped along seven themes (see page 12).
This process lifts up core values of promoting
equity, i.e., of Bringing Up the Town’s Equity Score. First,
those who are disproportionately affected by systemic
racism have to be able to frame the problems and the
solutions. In other words, their lived experiences have
to be the final arbiter on whether we’re moving closer to
attaining equity. Unless their “well-being” improves, our
efforts are failing.
Moreover, dramatic systems change is possible only
with strong, organized bases of those most affected. Reversing historical inequities in the economy, education,
housing, criminal justice, etc. requires long-term commitment and sustained effort from the well-intentioned,
especially from those with most at stake. Robust organizations, with a deep leadership bench and sufficient resources, are critical to sustaining the efforts and ensuring
that their priorities & aspirations remain the north star.
Building this kind of strategic grassroots infrastructure should be a central goal of any serious racial
equity initiative. Without it, even the best-intentioned
will unwittingly reinforce historical power relationships
where those most affected are studied or even consulted but
never empowered.
Strategic Imperatives in Building
Grassroots Racial Equity Infrastructure
At the close of the first year of this project, we have
gained some valuable insights on what it takes to build
such an infrastructure. Leaning heavily on a community
organizing approach to empower disenfranchised communities, three key strategic imperatives are worth highlighting: Building the Base; Forging Cross-Racial Solidarity; and Linking Community Improvements to Structural
Equity Solutions.

Building the Base
All the organizations involved have years (and in the
case of Casa CHE, decades) of experience engaging their
communities in programs and projects. However, none
have undertaken systematic outreach and recruitment
of their base; they have largely functioned as service providers and resident advocates speaking on behalf of their
communities. The practice of going door to door — engaging in genuine conversations that seek solutions and
a specific commitment to attend a focus group or a house
meeting and to volunteer to do the next round of doorknocking — is an unfamiliar practice for most groups.
But building a deep bench of resident leaders requires a
deliberate process of engagement and frequent opportunities for leadership development, with no short cuts. As
Elijah Chhum from CERI reflects, “Surveying your community, speaking in public, and reflecting on what you’ve
learned is building leadership…the youth before didn’t
really know that stuff, but now they feel empowered to
speak their truth.” Organizations like CERI needed the
project’s support to strengthen their base of youth leaders
in the Asian refugee communities.
Forging Cross-Racial Solidarity
Even in a progressive, multiracial city like Oakland,
neighborhoods are still largely segregated by race and
class. To a large extent, community organizations mirror
this systemic divide; organizations across the city tend to
be mono-racial. And there are good reasons to explain
this situation: communities experience the effects of
systemic racism differently. But to build a powerful base
that can sustain racial justice advocacy for the long haul,
we must create multiracial spaces in order to forge deep
solidarity among communities. Especially in the current
political climate of division and scapegoating, community leaders need opportunities to work through shared
values, identify common projects, and confront perspectives that get in the way, e.g., anti-blackness, xenophobia,
or misogyny. A formidable grassroots infrastructure that
can win systemic changes creates room for everyone willing to work toward that goal.
Linking Community Improvements
to Structural Equity Solutions
Our strategy for building this infrastructure begins
with people’s lived experience and aspirations for themselves, their families, and communities. But we shouldn’t
stop there. Residents must be able to link their immediate
agenda to a longer-term effort for structural change. For
example, inadequate city services may mean potholes in
West Oakland, dumping in Sobrante Park, and park disrepair in the San Antonio district. All these conditions
signify institutional neglect, but neighborhood residents
will most likely advocate to resolve their immediate needs
rather than the structural inequity of city budgeting.
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Therefore, communities must be as vigilant in
fighting for an equity-based framework for the city budget
(much like what the city now uses for its Capital Improvement Project Weighting System) as they are in demanding
new street paving, or anti-dumping programs, or repair
of park equipment. The practice of finding root causes of
immediate problems leads to systemic solutions that can
strike at the underpinnings of inequity.
Conclusion
Bring Up the Town’s Equity Score! is a project about
promoting solutions on two levels. First, the 53 “well-being indicators” reflect the priorities of residents who are

disproportionately affected by systemic racism on the best
ways to improve their lives. In the final analysis, these
are the appropriate standards by which to evaluate
whether we’re moving towards a more just, fair, and
equitable city. Second, these indicators point to more
structural changes that enable these improvements to
become the norm. As the new CIP equity framework
suggests, setting clear criteria and processes in allocating
city resources that prioritize these indicators is a crucial
first step. But this can only happen, we believe, in the
presence of a strong grassroots infrastructure led by the
unsung s/heroes in communities that make the impossible realizable, every day.

CITY WIDE PRIORITIZATION FACTORS & PROPOSED WEIGHTING SYSTEM
EQUITY: INVESTMENT IN UNDERSERVED OAKLAND 16 POINTS
Health & Safety
Improves Safety &
Encourages Healthy Living
16 points

Existing Conditions
Renovate or Replace Broken or
Outdated City Properties
13 points

Economy
Community Investment and
Economic Prosperity
13 points

Required Work
Regulatory Mandate
10 points

Improvement
Level and Quality of Service
8 points

Collaboration
Multiple Asset Category
Benefits/Collaborative Opportunities
8 points

Environment
Sustainability
11 points

Shovel Ready
Project Readiness
5 points

Equity is also considered by identifying projects that adress disparities within the Health/Safety, Economy, Environment,
Improvement and Collaboration Factors. Source: City of Oakland, Capital Improvement Program
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Profile of Partner Organizations

O

AKLAND is a hub for organizations of all sorts
that serve the city’s diverse population. Such organizations have served its communities through
culturally specific and inclusive services, education,
advocacy, and mobilization. To lift up experiences of
communities, we partnered with organizations that serve
communities in some of the most historically disinvested-in neighborhoods of Oakland. Our partners serve flatland communities that have the highest concentrations
of low-income people of color who are disproportionately
affected by the lack of affordable housing and sustainable
employment opportunities, industrial and vehicle pollution, and involvement in the criminal justice system.

We’d like to thank our five community partners who
have been essential in the success of this project by:
• Conducting one-on-one outreach to their constituents and soliciting their ideas on what constitutes
well-being as a response to problems they identify;
• Building a cohort of staff and key leaders/volunteers
who can steer the project and participate in citywide
leadership convening’s;
• Holding focus groups to consolidate a new
base of leaders;
• Sharing experiences and lessons with other
organizations and seeking systemic solutions to
address shared problems.

PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS
Healthy Black Families
Operationa Area
Asian Refugees United &
Center for Empowering
Refugees and Immigrants
Casa Che
Sobrante Park
Resident Action Council
Bring Up the Town’s Equity Score 5

Asian Refugees United (ARU)
544 International Blvd., Oakland, CA 94606
facebook.com/asianrefugeesunited/
Started in 2007 by Forwarding Together, ARU addresses
workers’ rights and community health issues by building the voice, visibility, and power of Bhutanese and
Vietnamese immigrant and refugee communities in East
Oakland. ARU is part of Asian Americans for Civil
Rights and Equality (AACRE), a network of 11 organizations fighting for justice through an intersectional
lens. AACRE works with Asian, South Asian, Southeast
Asian, and Pacific Islander immigrants and refugees,
LGBTQ-identifying folks, incarcerated folks, artists,
religious leaders, survivors, parents, low-wage workers,
and more.
A key project of ARU is Bay Area Bhutanese Youth
(BABY), an Oakland-based youth group of refugees from
Bhutan. BABY has strengthened the voice and leadership
of the youth through performance arts and has developed a performance piece that highlights the struggles of
finding a home in a new country. Asian Refugees United has continued to center the voice and leadership of
Asian refugees who have resettled in Oakland.

Center for Empowering
Refugees and Immigrants (CERI)
544 International Blvd, Oakland, CA 94606
www.Cerieastbay.org
Center for Empowering Immigrants and Refugees is a
nonprofit organization based in the San Antonio district
of Oakland. For 14 years, CERI has primarily served
Cambodian survivors of the Khmer Rouge genocide who
resettled in the U.S. in the 1980s. The center provides culturally relevant mental health and other social services
to refugees and immigrants from Cambodia and other
Southeast Asian countries throughout Oakland. Since
its founding, CERI has established youth services programs and expanded to refugees and immigrants of color
within the LGBTQ community. Offerings include trauma
counseling, assistance navigating social service agencies,
advocacy, medication management, and culturally and
spiritually tailored intervention and support to those
who suffer from weakening intergenerational relationships and layers of complex needs. CERI has partnered
with other organizations such as Asian Refugees United
to strengthen and allow for a strong multi-ethnic voice to
be raised in the political arena.
In recent times, CERI has advocated for members of the
Cambodian community who face deportation. Due to
multiple stressors (untreated war trauma, language and
cultural barriers, unemployment, etc.), many second
generation refugees have been swept into the criminal
justice system. CERI and other supporting groups have
achieved two pardons for men in their community, with
Gov. Gavin Newsom noting in his pardon proclamation
that the men didn’t deserve to be separated from their
families.
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Community Health Education
(Casa CHE)
1531 Fruitvale Avenue,
Oakland, CA 94601
laclinica.org/programs-che
Servicing Oakland’s Fruitvale
community and beyond, La Clinica
delivers health care services in a culturally and linguistically appropriate
manner to most effectively address
the needs of the diverse populations
it serves. La Clinica Casa Che began
as a way for community youth to
learn leadership and community action skills by participating in various
community-based activities. Casa
CHE’s work is based on Brazilian
educator Paulo Freire’s “conscientization” movement promoting people’s
active participation in and taking responsibility for their own education
while creating positive social change.
One program, the Peer Educators, is
a group of students who learn leadership and community action skills
and participate in various community-based activities under the guidance of a Casa CHE health educator.
The program stemmed from the
enthusiasm of students in the Casa
en Las Escuelas program who, when
the school year ended, wanted to
continue their work with Casa CHE.
The youth assist in outreach at La
Clínica events, hold peer education
sessions in the schools, and conduct
needs assessments and community
action plans. Casa CHE continues to
educate and help build leaders within
our communities.

Sobrante Park Resident Action
Council (SPRAC)
400 Capistrano Drive,
Oakland, CA 94603
oaklandca.gov/meetings/sobrante-park-resident-action-council
The Sobrante Park’s Resident Action
Council is the heart of Oakland’s
City-County Neighborhood Initiative and a hub for community action.
The SP RAC builds bridges among
ethnic groups residing in the Sobrante Park Neighborhood of deep East
Oakland. At RAC meetings, residents voice neighborhood concerns
and train on how to be an effective
voice for community change. The
council has advocated for community projects such as the reopening of
Tyrone Carney Park, cleanup of the
Sobrante Athletic field, and bringing
back the Sobrante Park Time Bank,
among others.
In recent times, RAC members and
neighborhood residents have challenged the arrangement between
City and Lighthouse Charter school
decision-makers to expand the grade
school, which already creates extreme traffic congestion at the bottleneck of the neighborhood. Residents
organized a neighborhood walk,
stopping to share stories and point
out historic places within the neighborhood. It was an opportunity for
residents to voice concerns and share
the reality of the traffic problems
with an audience of City Officials.

Healthy Black Families (HBF)
3356 Adeline St. Berkeley, CA 94703
healthyblackfamiliesinc.org
The vision of Healthy Black Families (HBF) is to bring about health
equality for black babies and all
black children and families. HBF is
dedicated to the success of its programs while simultaneously working
in partnership and collaboration
with other community organizations
such as Berkley Black Infant Health
(BBIH) to advocate for equity and
progressive change for our children,
families, and community. Programs
and services include Sisters Together Empowering Peers Program
(S.T.E.P) and Thirsty for a Change!
Program. In addition, HBF holds
listening sessions for community
members, providing safe spaces to
address stressors associated with
motherhood, mother-child bonding,
relationships, and more through the
form of self-expression and writing.
To date, HBF has completed three
rounds of empowerment writing
circles that have culminated in three
books: What We Carry: Stories
Black Women Never Tell – Volumes
1, 2, and 3. As a celebration, HBF
hosts book launch events with live
readings where the participants share
their stories.

Bring Up the Town’s Equity Score
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Survey Methodology & Results

T

HE DEPARTMENT of Race and Equity’s initial
Equity Indicators Report motivated us to ensure
that the voices of those who experienced the
disparities highlighted in the report were heard. With
the help of neighborhood organizations and residents,
we conducted more than 500 interviews in communities
most affected, asking residents to share the problems they
faced in their community and offer potential solutions.
From those listening sessions, seven themes and 53
well-being indicators, representing community-based
priorities, emerged.
Community organizations, constituents, and residents all aided in survey collection within neighborhoods
historically affected by inequities. With histories of
redlining, segregating freeways, and polluting industries,
the culture and demographic of Oakland’s flatlands
stands in contrast to its counterpart in the hills. These
areas have some of the highest poverty and unemployment rates and the lowest household incomes in
Oakland (see page 3. These neighborhoods also serve
as ethnic enclaves for immigrants and long-time
residents of color. To achieve full equity in Oakland is to
see public engagement and re-investments reach these
neighborhoods.
Survey Collection Methodology
The constituent bases of participating organizations
were the targets of the surveys. They include: (a) members
and/or participants of programs like Youth Peer Education, Thirsty for Change!, Reviving Our Youth’s Aspiration, and the Bay Area Bhutanese Youth programs; (b)
residents of Sobrante Park, Fruitvale, and West Oakland;
and (c) students and community members who attend
schools, service programs, and community events. Surveys were conducted in Spanish, English, Mam, Khmer,
Vietnamese, Burmese, and Tagalog. These are the primary forms of survey collection:
Door Knocking
Door Knocking was the most common form of
survey collection. Organizational staff, leaders, and volunteers were trained to go door-to-door and conduct faceto-face interviews with residents. Trainings included a
discussion of the difference between “doing a survey” and
“having a conversation.” Typically, survey forms were
filled out by the team members after the conversation to

capture the main points. For most, this was the first time
they have utilized this method of community outreach
and engagement.
Interviews with members and clients of partner organizations
Methods of survey collection also included listening sessions with program participants. For example,
surveys were collected from participants of Casa CHE’s
Youth Peer Education programs, one of which meets on
Wednesday evenings and another on Thursdays. For
Healthy Black Families, one of the first activities was to
survey and train participants of Thirsty for Change! at
one of their Saturday meetings. Engaging members and
clients of partner organizations allowed for deeper conversations about problems and “well-being” solutions,
since a high level of trust and familiarity had already
been established.
Random interviews at clinics, schools, and community events
To broaden the scope of outreach efforts, surveys
were collected from other meeting sites such as churches
and community events. Many Casa CHE youth were still
in high school and spoke with other students to engage
the broader community. Casa CHE’s youth also surveyed
folks in the food pantry line at the Street Level Health
Program.
Focus Groups
Surveying residents was only the initial point of contact in a longer effort to engage the community. Storytelling moved beyond front doors onto living room couches
during 10 focus groups. Attendees of focus groups were
survey respondents who expressed a desire to take action.
Focus groups served as an opportunity for residents to
recognize nuances within identified themes and connect
their experiences to institutional root causes. A total of
53 residents participated in the focus groups.
Citywide Leadership Gatherings
City-wide meetings offered an opportunity to expand
ideas shared during focus groups into a broader context
and to form a united front among groups where similar
issues were shared. These meetings were opportunities
to review civic education, share successes and challenges
in the project, and build a collective identity that crosses
neighborhood and organizational boundaries.
Bring Up the Town’s Equity Score 9

The gatherings were also where participants learned
together about overarching issues and trends, discussing
topics like Oakland’s Emerging Cannabis Industry and
the War on Drugs; Oakland City Budget: What’s the Difference between Operational and CIP budgets?; and The
Historical Roots of Present-Day Inequities.
Elijah Chhum of CERI places tremendous value
on these gatherings. “It’s really great to hear what other
people go through and feel like you have a stake in their
community too because you know this person and you
are building relationships across even distances. I want to
be able to share what is going on in my community [too]
and give suggestions, be there at a rally, or be there in
support in some way.”
Community Identified Themes
And Well-being Indicators
Responses to survey questions were organized at two
levels: Theme and Indicator. Themes cover broad institutional areas of jurisdiction based on experiences residents
shared: 1) Housing, 2) Public Safety, 3) Neighborhood
Services, 4) Transportation, 5) Economy, 6) Education,
7) Public Health. Within each theme, between five and
14 well-being indicators were addressed (the number
was neither predetermined nor restricted). Themes were
presented in descending order, from those with the most
frequented indicators to those with the least.
Indicators within each theme were the specific
qualitative measures that residents identified. Responses to survey questions were collected and organized to
establish “well-being indicators,” which were grouped
based on their relationship to the theme at the most basic
level. For example, “adding street signs” would directly
affect public safety but was included under transportation

because that is how residents connected to the indicator.
Indicators were presented in descending order based on
the number of times they were raised by residents. Using
qualitative data combined with a “ground up” approach
to data analysis offers an understanding of community-based solutions that, if prioritized, can enhance the
lives of those who have experienced historical disinvestment. The surveys, however, were only the initial point
of contact in a longer and deeper effort to engage the
community.
As expected, not all Themes were mentioned in conversations as frequently. Not surprisingly, issues related
to housing (e.g. affordability, homelessness) scored high
given the intensity of displacement and gentrification
now underway in Oakland. Neighborhood safety polled
high as well. Those themes are listed below in descending
order from the most to least frequently addressed.
As with themes, it is no surprise that certain Indicators were addressed more than others. For example, the
concern about illegal dumping came up predictably frequently, as this is one of the most notable issues citywide.
Next were solutions relating to housing, as homelessness
and housing affordability plagues residents across the Bay
Area. In general, the indicators and themes addressed
most often were the most visible and pressing. They are
presented in descending order of the seven indicators
most mentioned most often during interviews and as
percentages from the 500 surveys.
The next few pages show a breakdown of each theme
and most-cited indicators. Each section includes an overview of the theme, every indicator that was mentioned
by residents, the five most-cited indicators under each
theme, and testimonies from residents on how
“well-being” indicators will affect their lives.

MOST CITED THEMES
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PROFILE OF A FOCUS GROUP
DATE: December 8, 2018
WHERE: Case CHE, Fruitvale district
PARTICIPANTS: 8 residents, 2 from Casa CHE,
1 note-taker, and 1 time-keeper
At 11:30 am, twelve people sat in a circle at Casa CHE’s
main meeting room at 1531 Fruitvale Avenue. Eight had recently
been surveyed by Casa CHE leaders at their Youth Peer Education programs and were invited to come to the focus group
to discuss those ‘well-being indicators’ most cited by residents
of the Fruitvale community. Three themes were chosen by the
group to discuss further: Public Safety, Neighborhood Services,
and Transportation.
Identifying Root Causes. Participants were led through
a process of deepening analysis of the root causes of why the
“well-being indicators” within those themes were not their
current lived realities. The group offered residents an opportunity to get reacquainted, share their personal experiences,
and identify root causes. For example, when asked why they do
not feel safe, one participant responded by saying, “Police don’t
prioritize our areas...Once we were burglarized. We called the
police and they didn’t arrive until 8 hours later. We can’t rely
on the police to provide a sense of safety in the community.”
Another participant shared feeling unsafe in her own neighbor-

hood. “There is a lack of lighting on streets, parks, and areas
where people can hide.”
Institutional Accountability. Who’s responsible? The
purpose of this question is to move from individual experiences
to an institutional analysis that looks at (a) who’s accountable
for this problem and (b) how should the problem be resolved.
Relating to Public Safety, residents shared that “Government
denies opportunities to people, of course, there will be crime”;
“Corrupt and unresponsive cops play a role in making us feel
unsafe - there needs to be city policies in place for police
misconduct.”
Polling on Structural Solutions. Participants were
then polled to discern their priorities from a list of “structural
solutions” that can promote equity across all communities. In
the Fruitvale, dedicating tax revenue from the cannabis industry
to neighborhoods most affected by the war on drugs was
an equity solution that resonated with the group most. For
participants, that solution gives those most harmed by the War
on Drugs the chance to heal and take control of their lives.
“Not only do you help communities, but it helps to correct the
wrongs from the war on drugs”.
Envisioning the Good Life. Finally, participants were
asked, “How is life different when we win these solutions?”.
Their responses include: “POC can achieve the ‘American
dream”; “We feel safe within our neighborhoods”; “Overall
happy. We feel validated and represented”.

Bring Up the Town’s Equity Score
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53 WELL-BEING INDICATORS
THEME 1
HOUSING

THEME 3
NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES

THEME 5
ECONOMY

More affordable housing
options are developed

Illegal Dumping is reduced

Employment opportunities
are available

Homelessness is reduced

Parks are regularly maintained

Cost of living is standardized

Protections against
gentrification are implemented

Tyrone Carney Park is reopened

Livable wages are implemented

Trees regularly cared
for and maintained

Local enterprises are supported

Homeless shelters are built
Senior housing assistance
is provided

Abandoned cars are removed
Neighborhood beautification
efforts increased
Vandalism is prevented

THEME 2
PUBLIC SAFETY

Pest control is increased

THEME 4
TRANSPORTATION
Violence prevention
efforts are expanded
Neighborhoods are perceived
to be safe
Police respond in a timely manner

Speeding is reduced

Police treat every person the same
regardless of race/income/ etc.

Traffic congestion reduced

Loitering is reduced

Road and traffic signs
installed and visible

Drugs are decriminalized

Parking is available

Noise control is enforced

Number of bus routes
is increased

Prostitution is reduced
Sex trafficking is eliminated
Legal status safety concerns
are considered

More school funding is available
Funding for extracurricular
activities is expanded
College preparedness is accessible

Police patrols are visible

Street lighting provided
throughout the city

THEME 6
EDUCATION

More teachers are in classrooms
Roads are upgraded
and maintained

Restorative justice practices are
used

Commerce is promoted

Sidewalks are
regularly maintained
Handicapped-accessible
transportation is available

Parent programs are provided
Schools feel safe
Career planning is available

THEME 7
PUBLIC HEALTH

Healthy food is more accessible
Mental health resources are
available and accessible
Pollution no longer threatens
residents’ health
Affordable health care
options are available
Drug education is
readily accessible
Health care services
are more accessible
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Access to housing is a challenge
for residents across the Bay Area,
although communities of color are
most at risk. Housing was the most
likely theme to come up in conversations with residents. Three of the five
housing “well-being” indicators that
residents noted scored within the top
seven indicators, including “increasing affordable housing options,”
“addressing homelessness,” and
“combating gentrification.”

THEME 1
HOUSING

More affordable housing
options are developed
Homelessness is reduced
Protections against
gentrification are implemented
Homeless shelters are built
Senior housing assistance
is provided

Getting people off the
streets and into homes, that
to me would be a beautiful
Oakland... One where
everybody has the same
opportunities because that
would cut down on the crime,
& it would cut down on the
prison system and it would allow people to really begin to feel
they are part of a community
– Charles Reed, Toler Heights

TOP FIVE HOUSING WELL-BEING INDICATORS
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Concerns for public safety are
universal and yet significant disparities remain in securing the safety
status of different groups of people. Issues of public safety were the
second most commonly addressed
theme during interviews.

Drugs are decriminalized

If there is more lighting,
it would take the anxiety
away. I would live a healthier lifestyle because I would
feel comfortable to be walking around the block and
going about my daily routine
by not second guessing my
surroundings. If those things
are addressed, I would feel
more proud to be a part of the
Fruitvale community and to
be in this place I call home.

Noise control is enforced

– Froilan Luna, Fruitvale

THEME 2
PUBLIC SAFETY

Violence prevention
efforts are expanded
Neighborhoods are perceived
to be safe
Police patrols are visible
Police respond in a timely manner
Police treat every person the same
regardless of race/income/ etc.
Loitering is reduced

Restorative justice practices are
used
Street lighting provided
throughout the city
Prostitution is reduced
Sex trafficking is eliminated
Legal status safety concerns
are considered

TOP FIVE PUBLIC SAFETY WELL-BEING INDICATORS
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Neighborhood services are perhaps
the most visible theme. Data show
that conditions in non-white neighborhoods are far worse than those in
predominantly white neighborhoods.
While the theme “neighborhood
services” was the third most frequently raised, “prevention of illegal
dumping” came up significantly more
often in conversations than any of
the other 52 indicators. The eight indicators addressed in neighborhood
services are those visible conditions
that often require routine upkeep.

THEME 3
NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES

Illegal Dumping is reduced
Parks are regularly maintained
Tyrone Carney Park is reopened
Trees regularly cared
for and maintained
Abandoned cars are removed
Neighborhood beautification
efforts increased

Parks, we need more of
those. With them, we’d be
able to live in a nurturing
and safe place & not have to
worry about safety, not have
to worry about anything bad
happening. We’d be in
harmony with our surroundings and neighbors, and it
would keep that Oakland
culture alive.
– Guadalupe Gonzalez,

Vandalism is prevented

Sobrante Park

Pest control is increased

TOP FIVE NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES WELL-BEING INDICATORS
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Strong transportation infrastructure
is essential to mobility. Residents
ranked transportation fourth of the
seven themes and described relevant indicators as those relating to
driving, road conditions, or public
transit. Within the theme, “better
road conditions” ranked fourth of
the 52 indicators. According to the
DRE’S initial Equity Indicators Report, transportation was the theme
where the greatest degree of equity
was in place.

THEME 4
TRANSPORTATION

Roads are upgraded
and maintained
Speeding is reduced
Traffic congestion reduced
Road and traffic signs
installed and visible
Parking is available

I really want the city to
put speed bumps so people
slow down because somebody
ran their car into our house
and my little brother was
injured. With more speed
bumps, I’d feel safe within
our own home, within our
own community.
– Evelyn Martinez, Sobrante Park

Number of bus routes
is increased
Sidewalks are
regularly maintained
Handicapped-accessible
transportation is available

TOP FIVE TRANSPORTATION WELL-BEING INDICATORS
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Economic disparities persist in
Oakland and throughout the nation.
Though economic conditions shape
housing, education, etc. the “well-being indicators” that residents named
relate to economic well-being and
business development. Of the seven
themes, “economy” ranked fifth.

THEME 5
ECONOMY

Employment opportunities
are available
Cost of living is standardized
Livable wages are implemented

Building new business &
grocery stores, people could
get jobs and live like human
beings. It would turn everything around, they could
acquire what others acquire
& feel dignified.
– Clergy Minister, West Oakland

Local enterprises are supported
Commerce is promoted

TOP FIVE ECONOMY WELL-BEING INDICATORS
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Education is perhaps one of the most
powerful tools to amend perceptions
of race and expand opportunity. And
yet, disparities within the education
system endure. Residents related education “well being” to funding and
outside opportunities for students.
Education was the second to last
theme to be mentioned by residents
during the interviews.

THEME 6
EDUCATION

More school funding is available
Funding for extracurricular
activities is expanded

More funding for school
programs would help to
level the playing field for
low-income families,
children, youth and other
populations facing inequities.

More teachers are in classrooms
College preparedness is accessible
Parent programs are provided
Schools feel safe
Career planning is available

TOP FIVE EDUCATION WELL-BEING INDICATORS
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– Quyen L, San Antonio

Public health outcomes are directly
linked to social and environmental
factors. One’s health can be affected
by poverty, education, and geographic location. However, during
conversations, residents described
public health well-being indicators
as relating to mental and physical
health as well as preventative care.
Topics of public health were the least
likely to come up in conversations
with residents.

THEME 7
PUBLIC HEALTH

Healthy food is more accessible
Mental health resources are
available and accessible

Children are growing up
around drug violence.
Awareness of drug abuse
and drug violence in
Oakland will help children
not to follow in that direction.
– Montse Franco, Fruitvale

Pollution no longer threatens
residents’ health
Affordable health care
options are available
Drug education is
readily accessible
Health care services
are more accessible

TOP FIVE PUBLIC HEALTH WELL-BEING INDICATORS
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Conclusion

Towards Forging Strategic Equity Solutions for Oakland
It is the redistribution of power that enables the have-not citizens (sic) presently excluded from the political and
economic processes, to be deliberately included in the future. It is the strategy by which the have-nots join in
determining how information is shared, goals and practices are set, tax resources are allocated, programs are
operated, and benefits like contracts and patronage are parceled out. In short, it is the means by which they
can induce significant social reform which enables them to share in the benefits of the affluent society.
Arnstein, Sherry R. A Ladder of Citizen Participation, JAIP, Vol. 35, No. 4, July 1969, pp.216-224.

W

E NEED not go back to the War on Poverty
days to gain insight into the role of community
leaders and organizations in tilting the scale of
justice toward equity and fairness. But that grand national experiment that once called for the “maximum feasible
participation of the poor” in addressing poverty, though
short-lived and messy, provides a template on how to construct a strong pillar that can hold up equity in Oakland
— by nurturing and strengthening vibrant communities
capable of governing from the ground up.
In the article quoted above, Arnstein described eight
levels of community participation drawn from of a
review of more than 1,000 Community Action
Programs in the first few years of the War on
Poverty. These approaches are instructive on
what not to do if the goal is building community power—from Manipulation (public
relations for municipalities) to Placation
(hand-picked community leaders serve on
boards and commissions that have no actual power to set policy or affect budget allocations). But the analysis also delineates promising models of meaningful community engagement.
Further up the ladder are levels of citizen power with
increasing degrees of decision-making clout. Citizens
can enter into a “Partnership” that enables them to negotiate and engage in trade-offs with traditional power
holders. At the topmost rungs, “Delegated Power” and
“Citizen Control”, have-not citizens obtain the majority of decision-making seats, or full managerial power.
If one core message comes out of this project, it is
that cultivating agency of those disproportionately affected by systemic injustice is at the heart of equity. This
endeavor alone ensures that any equity project never

strays too far from adhering to community members’
“well-being” indicators.
As the DRE’s report intimates, Oakland’s racial
disparities are systemic and consign dramatically different lived experiences over generations, based on race.
We need this organizational fortitude to more fully tilt
Oakland’s historical arc toward equity.
The Historical Roots of Racialized
Inequity in Oakland
Indigenous people called what is now Oakland home
for thousands of years before the Spanish colonization in the 1770s. In 1820, the King of Spain
awarded one of his soldiers, Luis Maria
Peralta, 44,800 acres of land that included
Oakland. Loggers, fur traders, and later
those panning for gold settled here and
later incorporated the Town of Oakland
on May 4, 1852. A fate similar to that of
other Native Americans befell the Ohlone,
the indigenous people of this area, as settlers
claimed their land as their own and displaced
whole communities, re-purposing the sacred as
private property.
The racial roots of systemic inequity continued to
spread from that point forward. But as Oakland grew
from a small town in the 19th century to a burgeoning
city in the 20th, inequities’ racialized roots largely revolved around two key axis points: (1) “commerce-driven
development” as the principal determinant of the use of
land and public investments; and, related, (2) race-based
housing covenants and redlining practices that consigned
people of color to areas of Oakland that were cramped,
polluted, and ill-maintained. Even people of color with
means were relegated to the periphery of more desirable
neighborhoods, like Sobrante Park in the 1950s.
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Public Investments Prioritize
Commerce-Driven Development
Beginning in the late 1860s, the transcontinental
railroad linked the Port of Oakland to the regional
economy; by the 1960s, the port was the second largest in
the world in container tonnage. It spawned a robust local
economy, as industries located nearby to load cargo for
export. Pennzoil, Shell, Sherwin Williams, Westinghouse,
and Heinz are a few of the more notable companies that
relied on the Port of Oakland. Today, the Port generates
$130 billion in goods and services, creating more than
84,000 jobs.
By the 1960s, railroad tracks were complemented by
freeways that facilitated loading container cargo directly
onto trucks for transport.
Almost 160 years after becoming the westernmost
terminus for the transcontinental railroad, present-day
Oakland still shows the scars of this development: railroad tracks and freeways slice through flatland neighborhoods, and huge warehouses and light manufacturing
plants surround neighborhoods where poor people of
color live.
Major investments of public dollars created this reality. The 1862 Pacific Railway Act awarded up to $48,000
per mile of railway to Union Pacific. The Rivers and Harbors Act of 1922 allocated $6 million to dig a channel 30
feet dep and 800 feet wide and designate it as the “Port of
Oakland” by 1927. The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956
allotted $27 billion to construct 40,000 miles of freeway.
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Public investment followed the needs and logic of commerce and industry.
Housing Segregation Intensifies Systemic Racism
In the 1930s, the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation,
a federal agency, issued “residential security” maps of
major cities to guide realtors, loan agents, and land appraisers on assessing risks of investment. Neighborhoods
considered “high-risk” or “hazardous” were “redlined” by
lending institutions, denying its residents access to capital. For Oakland, the map looked like the one below.
The practice of redlining was complemented by the
real estate industry’s use of “racially restrictive cove-

nants,” usually with the cooperation of neighborhood associations, that prohibited the purchase, lease, or occupation of a piece of property by particular groups of people,
primarily African Americans. Redlining and housing
covenants assigned Black folks and other people of color
to areas of Oakland where it’s cramped, polluted, and
neglected. Ironically, Sobrante Park is the easternmost
redlined portion in the Thomas Bros. map. “Sobrante” is
a Spanish word that means “surplus”.
It is then no historical accident that the land once
sacred to the Ohlones was re-purposed, with public
dollars, in service of industry and commerce and to help
perpetuate the practice of racial segregation. This history
is baked into Oakland’s fiber and manifests in the inequities surfaced in this project.
Decades of inattention and disinvestment followed,
save for brief episodes of rejuvenation during the War on
Poverty and subsequent years that enhanced economic
and political life with community clinics, construction of
affordable housing, and pockets of small neighborhood
businesses. But even those hopeful signs faded. The
persistent sting of poverty and unemployment, disease
and decaying infrastructure, and institutional neglect
took its toll as hundreds of thousands of families, some
around for a few generations and new to the city after
fleeing their own versions of poverty and violence, called
Oakland home.
The historical roots of inequity are important to
recognize in order to change Oakland’s growth and
trajectory.
What will make Oakland pursue a different track?
Strategic Equity Solutions Strikes at
the Root Causes Baked in History
Equitable Investments
Katey Rusch’s report (see page 33 ) shows that Oakland has adopted equity-focused criteria for determining
how it spends resources on capital improvement projects
(city assets that require $100K or more for renovation, upkeep and new construction). The CIP budget constitutes
about 6% of the overall city budget.
For the first time ever, Oakland city oﬃcials are considering a new question when deciding which capital
improvement projects (CIP) to fund: Is the project
equitable? In other words, will the proposed renovation
to a city facility serve an underserved community? To
answer that question, city staff spent the last year and
a half developing a new scorecard to rank proposed
projects. The scorecard incorporates traditional criteria
like whether the project is state-mandated and how
soon construction can begin, but the criteria that carries the most weight is equity.

The clearest example of this encouraging practice
comes from the Street Paving Plan that the City Council
adopted on May 9, 2019. During the next three years,
Oakland will spend $100 million on long-overdue street
paving and maintenance work. Guided by its new equity
framework, 71% will target streets in the flatlands, where
residents have complained about road conditions for
decades without getting much attention.
The CIP framework promises to reverse decades of
neglect and disinvestment in these neighborhoods. And
if city leaders conjured up the political will to enshrine
equity into 6% of the budget, might they apply the principle to the other 94%?

Another Downpayment for Equity?
In pursuing that goal, redirecting Cannabis Tax
Revenue to deal directly with the impact of the War on
Drugs on families and communities would be an obvious
avenue to pursue. congeal
Consensus seems to be growing among the public
that the War on Drugs was an ill-fated policy over-reach
that decimated Black and Brown neighborhoods in the
United States and some countries in Latin America. (See
page 27) Families and communities still feel its impacts
-- from physical and mental health issues, inability to
access livable wage jobs and adequate housing, and loss
of income and educational opportunities. Nothing to say
about how this experience rips the heart out of families
and communities at the focal point of this war.
Dedicating the tax revenues generated by the decriminalization of cannabis to repair a portion of the harm
done to families and communities by the War on Drugs
seems only just and fair. As Lisa Schottenfeld argues:
While Oakland’s current equity program uses cannabis tax dollars to help victims of harsh drug policies
participate in the new cannabis market, this program
channels resources only to a few individuals rather than
to entire communities devastated by the War on Drugs.
More equitable solutions are needed to allocate tax
revenue from cannabis sales to:
• Serve the entire affected community and
• Fund programs and services that begin to undo the
harms caused by the War on Drugs: promoting mental
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health, increasing income and economic opportunities, removing barriers to safe and affordable housing,
increasing access to quality educational opportunities,
and addressing the high risk of deportation.
These solutions must be designed and driven by
those most affected. Righting the wrongs of the War
on Drugs is possible, but only if we invest our resources
in programs that can promote community health
and well-being.
Ironically, the City of Oakland has dedicated a
“Green Zone” for the manufacture and distribution of
cannabis in Oakland in the very locations designated
earlier as industrial zones that were redlined. Not surprisingly, these are the very neighborhoods where cannabis
arrests were concentrated.
Even with cannabis taxes lowered to no more than
5% for the most profitable businesses, Oakland projects
annual revenue of $7-16 million starting in FY 2021. As
Schottenfeld suggests, a $10 million annual investment
could fund: construction training and job placement for

300 residents; 50-100 units of affordable housing; tuition
and fees at a 4-year college for over 700 students; and
tuition and fees at a 2-year college for over 8,000 students.
“Righting the wrongs of the War on drugs is possible,
but only if we invest our resources in programs that can
promote community health and well-being.”
Agency Is at the Heart of Equity
Equitable investments create the conditions that can
sustain equity. Strong organizations and robust institutions in communities of color make the promise of equity
become a historical reality. It is a simple principle of
self-determination motivated by the hope for the well-being of family and community.
But, as Arnstein learned from the War on Poverty,
there are significant roadblocks on the way to community
self-determination.
These roadblocks lie on both sides of the simplistic
fence. On the powerholders’ side, they include racism,
paternalism, and resistance to power distribution. On
the have-nots’ side, they include inadequacies of the
poor community’s political
socioeconomic infrastructure and knowledge-base,
plus diﬃculties of organizing a representative and
accountable citizens’ group
in the face of futility,
alienation, and distrust.
But these are roadblocks that we must hurdle,
however painful and difficult, to set the path
toward equity.
These two critically-connected strategic
equity agendas for Oakland
— equitable investments,
and nurturing agency of
those most affected by
systemic racism by strengthening community-based
organizations and institutions — can bend the arc
of history toward equity
and justice.
And bring up the
Town’s equity score.

Oakland’s Green Zone’; present-day cannabis cultivation zone and the proximity to schools
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Supplemental Readings

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA • 2010 RACIAL DENSITY AND CANNABIS ARRESTS

RACIAL GROUP
1 dot = 35 people

• ASIAN
• BLACK
• HISPANIC
• WHITE

TOTAL
ARRESTS
<
– 3
<
– 9
<
– 16
<
– 28
<
– 41
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Righting The Wrongs Of The
War On Drugs: Pursuing Equity
By Investing In Community Well-Being
By Lisa Schottenfeld

D

ESPITE the legalization of cannabis in 2018, Oakland’s low-income communities of color are still
feeling the impacts of the War on Drugs. Among
these impacts are mental health symptoms such as trauma, anxiety, and depression due to police contact and/or
incarceration; diminished income and income supports
and difficulty securing housing due to a felony conviction
and/or incarceration; loss of educational opportunities
for those who are incarcerated and their families; and
increased risk of deportation.
While Oakland’s current equity program uses cannabis tax dollars to help those most impacted by harsh
drug policies participate in the new cannabis market, this
program channels resources only to a few individuals
rather than to entire communities devastated by the War
on Drugs. More equitable solutions are needed to allocate
tax revenue from cannabis sales to:
• Serve the entire affected community, and
• Fund programs & services that begin to undo the
harms caused by the War on Drugs by promoting
mental health, increasing income & economic
opportunities, removing barriers to safe affordable
housing, increasing access to quality educational
opportunities, and addressing the high risk of deportation.
These solutions must be designed and driven by
those most affected. Righting the wrongs of the War on
Drugs is possible, but only if we invest our resources
in programs that can promote community health and
well-being.

Background: The War on Drugs
Over the 40-year course of the War on Drugs, police
departments nationwide have received federal funding
and other incentives to maximize arrests for drug-related crimes, including simple possession.1 The first two
decades of this war focused on enforcing laws related to
heroin and crack cocaine.2

As the use of crack declined in the late 1980s, however, law enforcement agencies redirected resources to
enforcement of cannabis laws. The years between 2001
and 2010 saw over 8 million cannabis arrests, 88% of
them for possession.3 In 2005, arrests for cannabis possession continued to increase even as overall drug arrests
dropped, leading to a dramatic rise in the percentage of
drug arrests that were for cannabis possession.4
Because rates of drug use — including cannabis —
are similar across racial groups, law enforcement could
reasonably choose to look for drugs in any neighborhood

3 American Civil Liberties Union. (2013). The War on Marijuana in
Black and White; https://www.aclu.org/report/report-war-marijuana-black-and-white?redirect=criminal-law-reform/war-marijuana-blackand-white
4

Ibid.

% OF ALL DRUG ARRESTS IN THE U.S. THAT WERE FOR
CANNABIS POSSESION (1995-2010)

Source: ACLU, The War on Marijuana in Black and White

MARIJUANA USE AMONG 18- TO 25-YEAR-OLDS BY RACE:
USED MARIJUANA IN PAST 12 MONTHS (2001-2010)

1 Alexander., Michelle (2010). The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in
the Age of Colorblindness. New York: New Press.
2 American Civil Liberties Union. (2013). The War on Marijuana in
Black and White https://www.aclu.org/report/report-war-marijuana-black-and-white?redirect=criminal-law-reform/war-marijuana-blackand-white
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or among people of any race.5 The War on Drugs could
have involved raids on college campuses or gated communities in white suburbs. However, police have chosen to
use stop-and-frisk tactics, race-based traffic stops, SWAT
raids, and other methods to search for drugs in predominantly Black and Latinx neighborhoods.6 As a result,
even though Blacks and Whites use cannabis at similar
rates, a Black person is 3.73 times more likely to be arrested for cannabis possession than is a white person.7 Blacks
are more than 10 times as likely as whites to go to prison
for drug offenses.8
The War on Drugs’ targeting of certain neighborhoods has ensnared an astonishing number of Black and
Latinx people in the criminal justice system. The overall
number of people incarcerated for drug offenses rose
from 40,900 in 1980 to 450,345 in 2016.9 Almost 60% are
Black or Latinx.10
Impacts of the War on Drugs
on communities of color in Oakland
These national patterns have played out on the
ground in Oakland. Oakland police officers not only
stop Black Oaklanders at disproportionate rates, but
disproportionately search the Black men they stop (1 in 5
Black men stopped are searched, vs. 1 in 20 white men).11
However, searches of Black men are no more likely than
searches of white men to recover contraband – i.e., the
disproportionality is not justified.12
The waging of the War on Drugs has been especially
deeply and disproportionately felt by low-income communities of color in Oakland. In 2015, 77% of Oaklanders
arrested on cannabis charges were Black, although only
30% of Oakland’s population is Black.13 Maps of cannabis

5 Alexander, Michelle. (2010). The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness. New York: New Press.
6

Ibid.

7 American Civil Liberties Union. (2013). The War on Marijuana in
Black and White; https://www.aclu.org/report/report-war-marijuana-black-and-white?redirect=criminal-law-reform/war-marijuana-blackand-white
8 Human Rights Watch. (2008). Targeting Blacks: Drug Law Enforcement and Race in the United States; https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/
files/reports/us0508_1.pdf
9 The Sentencing Project. “Criminal Justice Facts”; https://www.
sentencingproject.org/criminal-justice-facts/
10 Prison Policy Initiative. (2014). “Breaking Down Mass Incarceration in the 2010 Census: State-by-State Incarceration Rates by Race/
Ethnicity”; https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/rates.html
11 Stanford SPARQ. (2016). “Data for Change: A Statistical Analysis
of Police Stops, Searches, Handcuffings, and Arrests in Oakland, Calif., 2013-2014; https://stanford.app.box.com/v/Data-for-Change
12

Ibid.

13 Rodd, Scott (2018). “Cannabis Equity Runs Into Roadblocks.” Pew
Charitable Trusts; https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/12/28/cannabis-equity-runs-into-roadblocks
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arrests show that the majority of these arrests have been
concentrated in West and East Oakland, where most of
the city’s Black, Latinx, and Asian populations live.
Despite the legalization of cannabis in 2018, these
communities are still feeling the impacts of the long War
on Drugs. These impacts include mental health symptoms such as trauma, anxiety, and depression due to
police contact and/or incarceration; diminished income
and income supports and difficulty securing housing
due to a felony conviction and/or incarceration; loss of
educational opportunities for those who are incarcerated
and their families; and increased risk of deportation.
Mental Health
Contact with police and the criminal justice system
due to the War on Drugs has wide-ranging mental health
impacts for entire communities. Young men who are
stopped by police report that the stops trigger trauma
and anxiety.14 Those who are incarcerated face a heightened risk of developing PTSD and other mental illness,
particularly when forced to cope with solitary confinement or prison overcrowding.15 Families of those who
are incarcerated suffer as well. One survey showed that
women with an incarcerated loved one report resulting
depression, anxiety, anger, stress, and loneliness.16 Children with parents who are incarcerated face increased
risk of depression and anxiety, along with substance use
later in life.17 In 2015, more than 5 million children had
a parent who had been incarcerated at some point in the
children’s lives. Rates of parental incarceration are 2 to

14 Geller, Amanda; Jeffrey Fagan; Tom Tyler; Bruce G. Link (2014).
“Aggressive Policing and the Mental Health of Young Urban Men”,
American Journal of Public Health 104, no. 12: pp. 2321-2327. https://
ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/abs/10.2105/AJPH.2014.302046
15 Haney, Craig (2001). “The Psychological Impact of Incarceration:
Implications for Post-Prison Adjustment.” U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning
and Evaluation. https://aspe.hhs.gov/basic-report/psychological-impact-incarceration-implications-post-prison-adjustment#II; Committee
on Causes and Consequences of High Rates of Incarceration; Committee on Law and Justice; Division of Behavioral and Social Sciences and
Education; National Research Council; Board on the Health of Select
Populations; Institute of Medicine. (2013). National Academies Press.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK201966/
16 Clayton, Gina; Endria Richardson; Lily Mandlin; and Brittany
Farr, PhD. (2018). “Because She’s Powerful: The Political Isolation and
Resistance of Women with Incarcerated Loved Ones.” Essie Justice
Group..https://www.becauseshespowerful.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Essie-Justice-Group_Because-Shes-Powerful-Report.pdf
17 Wildeman, Christopher; and Emily Wang. (2017). “Mass incarceration, public health, and widening inequality in the USA.” The
Lancet, Vol 389, Issue 10077. https://www.thelancet.com/journals/
lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(17)30259-3/fulltext; Council of Economic
Advisors, Office of the Press Secretary, The White House. (2016). “Economic Perspectives on Incarceration and the Criminal Justice System.”
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2016/04/23/
cea-report-economic-perspectives-incarceration-and-criminal-justice

7 times higher for Black and Latinx children than for
White children.18
In Oakland, communities that have experienced disproportionate cannabis arrests are coping with high rates
of poor mental health:
Income and income supports
People who experience felony convictions and incarceration due to the War on Drugs face enormous barriers
to employment, undermining their ability to provide for
their families’ basic needs. While incarcerated, they lose
the ability to earn even minimum wage. After release,
they earn 10 to 40 percent less than similar workers who
were not incarcerated.19 However, even individuals who
are convicted of a felony but released on probation, thus
avoiding prison time, face a potential loss of economic
opportunity.20 A job applicant with a criminal record
is 50 percent less likely than an identical applicant
without a record to receive an interview or job offer.

18 Council of Economic Advisors, Office of the Press Secretary, The
White House. (2016). “Economic Perspectives on Incarceration and
the Criminal Justice System.” https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/
the-press-office/2016/04/23/cea-report-economic-perspectives-incarceration-and-criminal-justice; The Annie E. Casey Foundation. (2016).
“A Shared Sentence: The Devastating Toll of Incarceration on Kids,
Families, and Communities.” https://www.aecf.org/m/resourcedoc/
aecf-asharedsentence-2016.pdf
19 Council of Economic Advisors, Office of the Press Secretary, The
White House. (2016). Economic Perspectives on Incarceration and the
Criminal Justice System.”
20 Harding, David. (2018). “Beyond Mass Incarcerations: Felony
Convictions and Economic Opportunity.” https://blogs.berkeley.
edu/2018/08/13/felony-convictions/

These disparities are even larger for Black applicants.21
Further, individuals with felony convictions are prohibited from securing many professional licenses, further
restricting their employment opportunities.22 In California, for example, people who serve as firefighters while
incarcerated are often excluded from firefighting jobs
after release due to licensing restrictions for those with
felony convictions.23
In Oakland, neighborhoods that experienced
high levels of arrests for cannabis see high rates
of unemployment.
Arrest and incarceration can financially destabilize
entire families. Some of this destabilization is due to
loss of a primary income earner.24 However, the costs of

21 Council of Economic Advisors, Office of the Press Secretary, The
White House. (2016). Economic Perspectives on Incarceration and the
Criminal Justice System.” https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/
the-press-office/2016/04/23/cea-report-economic-perspectives-incarceration-and-criminal-justice
22 The Department of the Treasury Office of Economic Policy, the
Council of Economic Advisers, and the Department of Labor, The
White House. (2015). “Occupational Licensing: A Framework for Policymakers.” https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/
docs/licensing_report_final_nonembargo.pdf; National Conferences
of State Legislatures. (2018). “Barriers to Work: People with Criminal
Records: Improving Access to Licensed Occupations for Individuals
with Criminal Records.” http://www.ncsl.org/research/labor-and-employment/barriers-to-work-individuals-with-criminal-records.aspx
23 Zaveri, Mihir. (2018). “As Inmates, They Fight California’s Fires.
As Ex-Convicts, Their Firefighting Prospects Wilt.” The New York
TImes. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/15/us/california-paying-inmates-fight-fires.html
24 Clayton, Gina; Endria Richardson; Lily Mandlin; and Brittany
Farr, PhD. (2018). “Because She’s Powerful: The Political Isolation and
Resistance of Women with Incarcerated Loved Ones.” Essie Justice
Group. https://www.becauseshespowerful.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Essie-Justice-Group_Because-Shes-Powerful-Report.pdf
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contact with the criminal justice system — including bail,
attorney’s fees, court fees and fines, phone calls and visits
to those in prison, and commissary fees — can also be a
major drain on family finances.25 One study found that a
family’s average expenditure on conviction-related court
fines and fees alone was $13,607.26 Further, many states,
including California, prohibit people with drug-related
felony convictions from receiving benefits like Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, or food
stamps) and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
(TANF) for individuals, thus limiting the ability of parents to meet their children’s basic needs.27 Taken together,
the barriers to securing income and income supports
due to drug-related felony convictions have enormous
impacts on families. The probability that a family is in
poverty increases by nearly 40 percent while a father is
incarcerated.28

25

Housing
While the lack of affordable housing is a crisis across
Oakland, people with criminal records - and drug-related
records in particular - face greater barriers to securing
stable housing in the public and private markets. Federal
policy gives Public Housing Authorities (PHAs) broad
discretion to deny housing to anyone with a criminal
record of any kind, not just arrests and convictions.29 For
many years, HUD’s “One Strike” policy instructed PHAs
to evict tenants if they, any members of their household,
or any guests engaged in drug-related activity on or off
the premises, regardless of whether the tenant had any
knowledge of the activity.30 The private market is no
better; landlords may conduct background checks and
exclude people with a felony conviction.31
The impact of these barriers is enormous. One study
indicated that nearly a quarter of guests in homeless shelters had been incarcerated within the last year.32 Another
estimated that 30 to 50 percent of individuals on parole
in San Francisco and Los Angeles were unhoused.33 In

Ibid.

26 deVuono-powell, Saneta; Chris Schweidler; Alicia Walters; and
Azadeh Zohrabi. “Who Pays? The True Cost of Incarceration on Families.” Oakland, CA: Ella Baker Center, Forward Together, Research
Action Design, 2015. http://whopaysreport.org/key-findings/
27 The Sentencing Project. (2015). “A Lifetime of Punishment: The
Impact of the Felony Drug Ban on Welfare Benefits.” https://www.sentencingproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/A-Lifetime-of-Punishment.pdf
28 Council of Economic Advisors, Office of the Press Secretary, The
White House. (2016). “Economic Perspectives on Incarceration and
the Criminal Justice System.” https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/
the-press-office/2016/04/23/cea-report-economic-perspectives-incarceration-and-criminal-justice

29 Curtis, Marah; Sarah Garlington; and Lisa Schottenfeld. (2013).
“Alcohol, Drug, and Criminal History Restrictions in Public Housing.”
Cityscape: A Journal of Policy Development and Research. Volume 15,
Number 3. https://www.huduser.gov/portal/periodicals/cityscpe/
vol15num3/ch2.pdf
30 Alexander, Michelle. (2010). The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness. New York: New Press.
31 Thompson, Jane. (2018). “Can You Deny A Tenant for A Criminal
Record in California?” https://homeguides.sfgate.com/can-deny-tenant-criminal-record-california-93578.html
32
Alexander, Michelle. (2010). The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness. New York: New Press.
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OUSD HIGH SCHOOL COMPLETION BY RACE, 2015-2016

2017, 21 percent of those who were unhoused in Oakland
reported they might have a criminal offense (either arrest
or conviction) show up on their background check that
could prevent them from obtaining housing.34
Education
High rates of incarceration among residents of
low-income neighborhoods of color in Oakland affect
not only those who are incarcerated but their children as
well. Individuals with drug-related offenses have limited
ability to access federal financial aid for college.35 Effects
on the next generation appear far earlier. Children
of parents who are incarcerated face increased risk of
learning disabilities, behavioral issues, and dropping out
of school.36 Given that Black and Latinx children are far
more likely than white children to have a parent who is
incarcerated, Oakland’s stark racial educational inequities are unsurprising. Within the Oakland Unified School
District from 2015-2016:
• Latinx students were the least likely to complete
high school within 4 years (61 percent completion
rate) and most likely to drop out (23.4 percent). 67.6
percent of Black students finished on time, while
12.8 percent remained enrolled after 4 years and 19.6
percent dropped out.37

• Black students were the most likely to be suspended (7.3% suspension rate), while Asian (0.7%) and
White students (0.9%) were the least likely. Latinx
students fell in the middle with a suspension rate
of 2.3 percent. In the 2016-2017 school year, a Black
student was 8 times more likely to be suspended than
a White student.38
Deportation
Deportations due to a drug offense have risen
dramatically, tearing apart families and communities. Between 2007 and 2012, deportations of non-citizens whose
most serious conviction was for a drug offense increased
22 percent.39 Of the more than 260,000 deportations
across the country during that time period, 25 percent
involved cannabis.
The Global War on Drugs: How U.S. Intervention
In Latin America Has Fueled Our Immigration Crisis
The negative impacts of the War on Drugs haven’t
been confined to communities in the United States. Since
the 1970s, the U.S. has spent more than $1 trillion dollars
attempting to stem the flow of drugs into the country
by intercepting smuggling routes from Latin America
and trying to break up large drug cartels.40 Rather than
eliminating the drug trade, however, these efforts simply
pushed drug trafficking routes into more and more Latin
American countries, leading to astronomical levels of
violence in Mexico, El Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala.41
From 2000-2010, the U.S. spent over $7 billion on
“Plan Colombia,” a military and economic effort that
dismantled large Colombian drug cartels but pushed
the drug trade north into Mexico and Central America.42 From 2006-2012, the U.S financed the Mexican
government’s wars on drug cartels that led to the killing

38 Oakland Equity Indicators: Measuring Change Towards Greater
Equity in Oakland. (2018). https://cao-94612.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/2018-Equity-Indicators-Full-Report.pdf

34 City of Oakland Homeless Census and Survey (2017). http://
everyonehome.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/2017HIRDReport-Oakland.2-2-3.pdf
35
U.S. Department of Education.”Students with criminal convictions have limited eligibility for federal student aid.” https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/eligibility/criminal-convictions
36 Wildeman, Christopher and Emily Wang. (2017). “Mass incarceration, public health, and widening inequality in the USA.” The Lancet, Vol 389, Issue 10077.; Council of Economic Advisors, Office of the
Press Secretary, The White House. (2016). “Economic Perspectives on
Incarceration and the Criminal Justice System.” https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2016/04/23/cea-report-economic-perspectives-incarceration-and-criminal-justice
37 Trice, Ashton D, and JoAnne Brewster. (2004). The effects of
maternal incarceration on adolescent children. Journal of Police and
Criminal Psychology; 19(1):27–35.

39 Human Rights Watch (2015). “A Price Too High: US Families Torn
Apart by Deportations for Drug Offenses.” https://www.hrw.org/
report/2015/06/16/price-too-high/us-families-torn-apart-deportations-drug-offenses
40 Huey, David. “The US war on drugs and its legacy in Latin
America.” The Guardian; Feb 3, 2014. https://www.theguardian.com/
global-development-professionals-network/2014/feb/03/us-war-ondrugs-impact-in-latin-american
41 Thornell, Christina, and Sam Ellis. “”America’s cocaine habit
fueled its migrant crisis.” Vox; Feb 12, 2019. https://www.vox.com/
videos/2019/2/12/18220934/americas-cocaine-violence-migrant-crisis;
Bagley, Bruce. “Drug Trafficking and Organized Crime in the Americas: Major Trends in the Twenty-First Century.” Woodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars; August 2012. https://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/BB%20Final.pdf
42 Huey, David. “The US war on drugs and its legacy in Latin America.” The Guardian; Feb 3, 2014.
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or disappearance of over 100,000
Mexican citizens.43 Rather than
ending the drug trade, however, these
efforts simply pushed major Mexican
cartels to move their trafficking routes
through Honduras, Guatemala, and
El Salvador.44 Since then, violence
in these countries has risen to levels
comparable to those in countries
considered active war zones.45 This
violence — along with forced gang
recruitment and lack of economic
opportunity, driven in part by trade
agreements that decimated many
Latin American economies — has
led to the enormous rise in Central
American citizens fleeing conditions
in their home countries to seek
asylum in the U.S.46 47

SOURCE AND
AMOUNT OF
FUNDS

SET-ASIDE

California

California
Community
Reinvestment
Grants Program
(Prop. 64)

State taxes on
cannabis sales;
$10-$50 million/year

Funds are set aside for communities disproportionately
affected by past federal and
state drug policies. At least 50
percent will be allocated to
community-based nonprofits.

Oakland

Oakland Soda
Tax
(Measure HH)

$.01/oz tax on
sugar-sweetened
beverages;
$11 million/year

Funds are set aside for
neighborhoods most affected
by disproportionate sales of
sugar sweetened beverages
& with high rates of obesity,
diabetes, etc.

CITY/
STATE

PROGRAM

Oakland

Cannabis Equity
Permit Program

Models for funding
equity-based solutions
Now that cannabis has been
legalized, the city of Oakland’s gross
receipts tax on cannabis sales are
expected to raise $2-4 million in 2019
and $7-16 million each year beginning in 2021. At the
state level - and in cities and towns throughout California - revenue from similar taxes has been set aside for
the communities most affected by past disinvestment and
by federal and state drug policies. In another city, funds
raised from community benefit funds pledged by cannabis businesses are similarly set aside for these communities. These models seek to right the wrongs of the past by
investing in critical community-based services that can
help to address inequities.
Real solutions must serve all community
members affected by the War on Drugs
While Oakland’s current equity program uses cannabis tax dollars to help victims of harsh drug policies

43 Huey, David. “The US war on drugs and its legacy in Latin America.” The Guardian; Feb 3, 2014.
44 Useche, Maria, Javier San Vicente, and Nathalie Mercier. “Almost
half a century after it began, here’s how America’s ‘war on drugs’
is still devastating Latin America.” The Independent; Wednesday,
Jan 30, 2019. https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/latin-america-war-on-drugs-colombia-coca-honduras-donald-trump-a8744266.html
45 Thornell, Christina, and Sam Ellis. “”America’s cocaine habit
fueled its migrant crisis.” Vox; Feb 12, 2019.

10 percent gross receipts tax on
cannabis sales;
$2-4 million in 2019;
$7-16 million
starting in 2021

Funds are set aside for equity
permits and supports for
entrepreneurship for Oakland
residents who either had a
cannabis conviction in Oakland
after November 5, 1996 or
lived for 10 of the last 20 years
in the police beats with disproportionately higher numbers of
cannabis-related arrests

participate in the new cannabis market - for example, by
offering technical assistance or loans to those seeking to
establish cannabis businesses - this program channels
resources to only a few individuals, rather than the entire
communities that have suffered from the War on Drugs.
While this is a good start, more equitable solutions are
needed to re-allocate tax revenue from cannabis sales in
ways that will:
• Serve the entire affected community;
• Fund programs and services that can address the
direct impacts of the War on Drugs by promoting
mental health, providing increased income and
economic opportunities, removing barriers to safe
and affordable housing, increasing access to quality
educational opportunities, and addressing the high
risk of deportation;
• Be driven by those most affected, ensuring that these
communities have the power to identify the solutions
and programs they need to reverse the effects of the
War on Drugs. Any tax revenue allocated to these
programs must go to programs grounded in these
communities.
Righting the wrongs of the War on Drugs is possible,
but only if we invest our resources in programs that can
promote community health and well-being.

46 https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/latin-america-war-on-drugs-colombia-coca-honduras-donald-trump-a8744266.html
47 Labrador, Rocio Cara, and Danielle Renwick. “Central America’s Violent Northern Triangle.” Council on Foreign Relations. June
26, 2018. https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/central-americas-violent-northern-triangle
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based in Oakland, California

Oakland Tries A New Way To
Prioritize City Improvement Projects:
By Considering Equity
By Katey Rusch

R

OWS OF people sway together during a lunchtime
Tai Chi session at Lincoln Square Recreation
Center. Not a space is left in the full-size gym. “In
and out,” the instructor chants, reminding the practitioners to breathe as they try to avoid colliding with each
other and the walls.
“It’s like this every day,” says Gilbert Gong, the
center’s longtime director, referring to the size of Friday’s
crowd as he surveys the attendees. In a corner of the gym,
he stops to look at something else. He pulls back a piece
of red paper held in place by masking tape. Behind it is a
dark hole full of dry-rotted wood. “This is the problem,”
says Gong, pointing to the wet interior.
Gong says he’s been asking the City of Oakland for
funding for improvements to this municipal facility ever
since he transferred here 20 years ago. For decades, Gong
says, the center has been “layering Band-aids” — fixing
small issues but not addressing the larger issue, which
is that they need a new building.“If we fix the roof, we
still have the electrical issues. We still have the plumbing
issues,” says Gong. “We can’t meet the demands of the
community.”
Every year, he says, he’s been told it’s not the center’s
turn. But this year is different: Now his center is at the
front of the line, thanks in part to a new method the
city is using to determine which facilities get money for
major repairs.
The ceiling in the lobby of Lincoln Square
Recreation Center is tearing in places.
For the first time ever, Oakland city officials are
considering a new question when deciding which capital
improvement projects (CIP) to fund: Is the project
equitable? In other words, will the proposed renovation
to a city facility serve an underserved community? To
answer that question, city staff spent the last year and
a half developing a new scorecard to rank proposed
projects. The scorecard incorporates traditional criteria
like whether the project is state-mandated and how soon
construction can begin, but the criterion that carries the
most weight is equity.
The idea originated with Oakland’s Department of
Race and Equity, a two-person team whose sole focus is

to reduce race-based disparities in Oakland. The department started with just Director Darlene Flynn in 2016.
Analyst Jacque Larrainzar joined in 2017, and this
February the department hired another assistant. Since
the department’s inception, the group has been working
with every city department to try to infuse the principle
of equity into government through hosting trainings,
attending other departments’ meetings, serving on
advisory boards, and just talking with decision makers
one-on-one about what equity looks like.
“When we don’t center equity, inequity happens,”
says Larrainzar. In other words, when city officials don’t
make a conscious effort to address resource disparities
among racial groups, those with more continue to get
more. Those with less never catch up.
One of their primary contributions was the
Equity Indicators Report. Released last July, the report
compiled existing data to show disparities between white
people and people of color in Oakland. The 160-page
report was done by the Department of Race and Equity
staff along with data scientists at City University of
New York (CUNY). The data highlighted a number of
disparities: black students are most likely to be suspended
and black residents are most likely to be homeless. It also
showed that the quality of parks in minority communities — specifically City Council District 7 in East Oakland — is worse than for parks in other areas of the city.
Bathrooms are either locked or not working, gang graffiti
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covers structures and fences, and, in some cases,
parents note that they are afraid to bring their
children to the park.
Motivated by the report and inspired by the department’s work, in 2017 Elliot Karl — an Oakland Department of Transportation staffer — worked to develop the
methods to make equity a priority in the 2019 budget
cycle. He offered a method the city could use to assess
funding equity in a tangible way: a scorecard. (Karl is
adamant that he cannot take credit for the entire idea,
emphasizing that the final scorecard was the product of a
team of Oakland city staffers. What he did was to call out
equity considerations explicitly within multiple elements
of the scorecard.)
“The big change wasn’t whether or not they cared
about equity. It was whether there was a systemic way to
track how projects ranked,” says Karl, speaking by phone
from Chicago. (Karl no longer works for the city; he left
the transportation department last summer to attend
graduate school.)
Larrainzar loved the idea. “This was an opportunity
to not only show how equity could work within the city,
but also in the community,” she says. She felt it was an
opportunity to help Oaklanders understand the nuances
of the city’s budget process, something she believes is
“kind of obscure to people.”
Oakland’s budget is split into two parts: the general
fund and capital improvements. Staffers like to think of
the general fund as the city’s checking account. This is
the pot of funding that pays for regular expenses like city
workers’ salaries and electricity and maintenance for city
buildings. On the other hand, capital improvements are
funded by something that’s more like the city’s savings
account. These are irregular, one-time expenses that
cover things like major improvements to the roads, sewer
systems or city-owned facilities like the Lincoln Square
Recreation Center. These expenses are part of a biennial
budget approved by the city council every other June.
In the past, the city prioritized projects based on
what Karl calls “standard criteria” that included answering questions like: Is the city required by state law
to do this project? Will the city be sued if officials don’t
fix it? Has the city already been sued? Is the project
“shovel-ready” — that is, can the city begin construction
immediately, or are other planning steps needed before
any work can start?
While city staff, including Karl and Larrainzar, agree
that these criteria are important, they do not address inequities.“That’s why those disparities just keep widening
and widening and widening,” saysLarrainzar.
But under the new process, staff are taking additional
criteria into consideration. They added five new items:
health and safety (does the project encourage a better
lifestyle?), existing conditions (how out-of-date is the current infrastructure?), economy (will this project bring jobs
and money into the community?), environment (does this
project contribute to climate change?), and equity. Equity

is the biggest factor on its own, and the concept is baked
into the other five factors, but it can be boiled down to
this: Does this project aid an underserved community,
such as immigrants, single parents, or people of color?
Along with a few older sets of criteria, all of this
adds up to one big 100-point scorecard. Each item is
given a different point value, with equity and health
and safety ranking the highest — 16 points each.
Existing conditions and economy are worth 13 points
each. Environment and required work (an older criterion)
are worth 10 points. Improvement (what’s the quality
of service now?) and collaboration (will this serve
multiple groups?) are each worth eight points. Being
shovel-ready is worth five points.
Karl did not come up with the scorecard on his own.
The final formula was developed by the Capital Improvement Program Working Group (CIPWG) along with members of the community. The working group included city
staff primarily from the Department of Transportation
and the Department of Public Works, but also a variety
of city staffers including Larrainzar. Last summer, the
group asked for help from residents. According to staff,
the group held four large-scale meetings and 24 community-specific meetings. The group also conducted a survey,
asking 1,350 residents to rank their top criteria. The
current scorecard is a direct result of that survey.
In addition to using the new scorecard, the city also
is changing the way that requests for funding are made.
In the past, CIP staffers from two city departments —
Transportation and Public Works —vrequested and compiled proposed projects from every other city department.
Staffers from departments like Human Services, Parks
and Recreation, and Fire would turn in their proposals.
Residents could not suggest a project proposal of their
own; they could only advocate for or against one of
projects suggested by city staff during the public comment
portions of city council meetings. According to Flynn,
the only way people could get a neighborhood project
funded was if they convinced a city department or councilmember to recommend that project for funding.
“We don’t want a system that relies solely on political
connection. We want a system that everybody can put
their stuff in,” said Flynn.
The new process allows community members to
submit proposals directly to the Department of Public
Works. In October, residents had a 30-day window to file
a request. According to Sean Maher — the spokesperson
for both the Oakland Department of Public Works and
Department of Transportation — community members
submitted 285 proposals.
Through a separate process, that fall city department
staffers also submitted 287 requests to staff in both the
Department of Public Works and the Department of
Transportation, as they had in the past. In November,
the Department of Public Works and Transportation
started considering each proposal. This time, they put
the new scorecard to the test.
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Oakland officials have released scores for 175 of
theproposed projects. The proposal to build a new $238
million main library in Oakland scored the highest: 81
out of 100. Fixing recreation centers also ranked high.
Arroyo Viejo Recreation Center in deep East Oakland
— which needs a $14.5 million overhaul — scored 67.2.
Brookdale Recreation Center — where staffers are hoping
for a $10 million expansion project — scored 63.00.
Lincoln Square Recreation Center scored the highest of
any recreation center and fifth overall: 73.50.
The two lowest-scoring projects focused on the Oakland Museum of California. A $567,010 proposal for museum improvements scored 0, and seismic improvements
to the museum’s collection center scored 21.5.
In June Oakland elected officials decided which
projects got funded. The City Council began its budget
process in May when staff from the Department of Public
Works presented their recommendations to the council.The department recommended the council fund 47
projects, totaling $192 million. The department did not
recommend just the top-scoring projects but a variety of
high-scoring projects, most of which received more than
50 points.
When asked via email, Maher said the recommendations are based on “funding constraints.” He said that
certain funding sources can be used only in certain ways.
For example, the museum project is funded by money
that can only be used for seismic improvements.
As of mid-June, the city council was on track
to approve the projects recommended by the
Department of Public Works.
So far, the scorecard is garnering praise from several
community groups. Francis Calpotura, the executive
director for In-a(d)vance — a non-profit group that helps
community organizations expand their outreach — says
the scorecard is “the first example from the city that
shows and reflects that commitment to equity.”
However, he says the rollout of the process “leaves
much to be desired.” His organization has been working
closely with the Sobrante Park Resident Action Council,
a neighborhood group in East Oakland.
Sylvia Brooks, a member of the council, says she had
no idea the city was soliciting residents for proposals. “It’s
been neglected for so long by the city,” said Brooks of the
neighborhood she’s lived in since 1995. “We’re almost the
lost child of the city.”
Calpotura said city officials need to reach people like
Brooks to consider their outreach “robust.” He suggests
instead of reaching out through Neighborhood Crime
Prevention Council (NCPC) groups, they should broaden
their scope to include the most active community groups
in neighborhoods — NCPCs or not.“Oakland is full of
organizations that actually have deep roots in communities, and their residents and those organization have to
be tapped,” said Calpotura.
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Maher agrees that outreach needs to improve
next time, especially in East Oakland. Of the four largescale community meetings in June, only seven people
attended the meeting in East Oakland, compared to
the roughly 40 people who attended each of the three
other meetings in West Oakland, downtown and in
the Dimond neighborhood.
“There’s a lot of reason for East Oaklanders to not
believe the government. They’ve been disappointed at
pretty much every turn,” said Maher. “My top priority is
getting better at talking to East Oakland, getting better at
listening to East Oakland.”
Larrainzar believes when the city goes through the
process of approving the budget in 2021, engagement will
be better. Her concern right now is whether using the
new scorecard will actually start to address disparities
among Oakland neighborhoods. “There’s always that
possibility—especially because no one has really done it
this way,” says Larrainzar.
She and others in the city believe this is the first
time a municipal government is using equity as a criterion in the budget process. Since the rollout, she and other
department members have been asked to speak about it
at professionalconferences, like the American Planning
Association’s Conference,which was held in Oakland
last month.
While she is not aware of whether any other cities
are actively working to implement their own equity
scorecard, she is confident the idea is making “waves.”
According to Flynn, that’s the goal: “To bring about
serious systematic change.” But first, staff need to know if
the method is effective in Oakland. “There’s a lot of eyes
on it and a lot of pressure. But even if it doesn’t work, it’s
better than what we had,” says Larrainzar.
For the staff and participants at Lincoln Recreation
Center, the new scorecard finally is sending their facility
funding.“Lincoln has been up there biding its time,”
says Gong.
At 11:30 a.m. on a Friday, the center is still buzzing.
Seniors are finishing Chinese orchestra practice; lunch
is being prepared in the kitchen, and kids from the
nearby elementary school play outside on the basketball
courts. Inside, Gong points out one last feature:
his office. It’s packed with papers — flyers and summer
camp sign-up sheets — but in the corner he’s saved space
for one bright green plant. Above it is a baseball-sized
hole in the ceiling.
“The plant waters itself,” says Gong with a chuckle.
When it rains, the hole turns into a built-in watering can
— a feature Gong will be more than happy to give up for
a new center.
Katey Rusch is an award-winning investigative journalist based
in the Bay Area. She’s spent the last decade working in local
television newsrooms across the country but is currently a
graduate student at UC Berkeley’s School of Journalism.
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Appendix A: Grassroots Racial Equity Task Force Guiding Principles

Grassroots Racial Equity Task Force (GRETF)
Task Force members: AYPAL: Organizing Asian Communities; Building Home Together; Sugar
Freedom Project; East Oakland Building Healthy Communities; Latino Task Force; Neighbors for
Racial Justice; Oakland Food Policy Council; People United for a Better Life in Oakland; Showing Up
for Racial Justice; Roots Clinic; TIGRA; Street Level Health Project.
These principles were crafted by the Task Force during the Summer and early Fall 2017 to reflect the
values and aspirations of its members, and to use as criteria in discerning future projects.
CORE COMMITMENTS & STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES of GRETF:
1. Meaningfully ENGAGE the most impacted in the work
a. Focused on the INDIVIDUAL (“has a face and a name”)
b. Going to the community and listening. Proximity. Physicality.
c. Continuous, not episodic. On-going.
d. Focused on RETENTION, not a one-off transaction
2. Provide opportunities for LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT of the base
3. Build CAPACITY of existing organizations and efforts—addition not subtraction
4. Provide CROSS-ORGANIZATIONAL and CROSS-CONSTITUENCY activities to develop
shared, collective experience
5. Vigorously promote GRETF racial equity principles and practices:
a. highlight disproportionate impact on communities of color
b. robust community engagement (from composition of decision-making bodies, the
accessibility of decision-making/consultation processes, and, most importantly, to
investing resources and respecting agency of those most impacted to determine
priorities) that acknowledges AGENCY of people of color
c. recognition of HISTORICAL LEGACY of institutional and systemic racism and how it
manifests itself in the current context
d. provide “AFFIRMATIVE RACE-CONSCIOUS SOLUTIONS” that address immediate and
long-term conditions of impacted communities
6. Re-locate the CENTER OF GRAVITY (political, cultural, economic) to neighborhoods
7. Deepen our collective practice of “GRASSROOTS GOVERNANCE”
8. Uphold and practice robust solidarity with each other and acknowledge that our journey
towards liberation is a process of healing from centuries of oppression
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Appendix B: Survey Tool

Doorknocking Log Sheet
DATE:___________ORGANIZERS:__________________________________
CONTACT NAME(S):___________________________________________
ADDRESS:____________________________________________________
PHONE:__________________________ Best time_________ OK to text?
Q1: What changes have you seen in your community? What are the specific
improvements you'd like to see?

Q2: What would the impact of those improvements be? How would you know
that these improvements have made an impact?

Other INFO, ISSUES, CONCERNS, or OPINIONS that’s worth noting.

Come to Meeting?

YES

NO

MAYBE

Would like to be updated? YES

NO

Temperature:

WARM

COLD

CAN’T TELL
HOT

Race__________________________ How Long in your neighborhood?________ Oakland?_______
Special Interests_____
________________________________________________________
65-74
Age Category : 18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
75-84
Occupation___________________________ Under-Employed____ Un-Employed____ Retired____
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Appendix C: Focus Group Guide
“Bring Up the Town’s Equity Score”
Focus Group Outline/Fruitvale

Duration: One hour

This outline is meant as a framework for groups to use for their own focus groups/small group meetings.
The goals of these meetings are:
1.
2. To report back the trends from surveys collected by the group;
3. To move “good life indicators” from individual to collective agenda;
To develop roots cause/systems analysis to community problems.
Agenda
10 min

I. Introductions, Go Over Agenda, and Goals

10 min

II. Present Summary of Surveys & Trends
• Project will provide summary points to groups
A. List of “Good Life” indicators mentioned by folks
B. List of “Problems” or things that prevent us from achieving the “Good Life”
• These will be presented in categories, including:
a.
Lack of Neighborhood Services (e.g. tree trimmings, road pavement, dumping
and garbage, police responsiveness)
b. Lack of investments to improve communities (e.g. jobs for our people, better
roads/traffic plan to deal with congestion, high cost of housing, etc.)
c. Not feeling safe in our communities

20 min
(5-7 min)

12 min

III. Why is this happening?
• Facilitator will ask the following question for each one of these categories:
(1) Why do you think there is…(ex. Lack of Neighborhood Services?) &
(2) Who’s fault is it? And/or Who needs to be held accountable?

IV. Which of these potential “solutions” do you think can best address these problems?
• Facilitator shows slide with the following:
a) The City of Oakland should set a policy that makes sure that city services like tree
trimmings, road pavements, etc. are equitably applied throughout the city, with those
that been ignored gets prioritized.
b) The City of Oakland should spend at least 50% of the taxes collected from the cannabis
industry to be invested in neighborhoods that have been impacted by the War on Drugs.
c) To relieve traffic congestion and lack of parking in our neighborhoods, the City of
Oakland should work with residents to come up with solutions that don’t penalize and
criminalize our communities.
• The goal here is to get folks to “weigh in” on what solutions resonate best with them.
• Don’t try to arrive at ONE SOLUTION.

5 min

V. Re-Visioning
• Facilitator asks: “When we succeed in getting these solutions in place, what would be
different about your community? What’s happening then that isn’t happening now?”

2 min

VI. Framing Next Steps
• In the next few weeks, we will work with leaders from other communities in this project to
make these and other solutions come to life.
• We will have an opportunity to meet with people from the City who can make these
solutions real.
• Before then, we need to make sure we are prepared to make the most of that meeting, so
we’re coming together on December 8th, from 1-4 pm…

Adjourn
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